The thread "I live in Latin America. Am..."

GARLICANDHERBCROUTONS 813 posts since
Jan 22, 2011
Ok I really just don't get it... 😞 This thread says it has 2 replies while it clearly only has one reply. 😞 Another problem perhaps? 😞

NINTENMAN94 1,276 posts since
Feb 9, 2011 1. Re: The thread "I live in Latin America. Am I eligible? Are you Sure?" says that it has 2 replies while it clearly has one. What's up with that? Aug 12, 2011 9:38 AM
I think it may be just a glitch on the tech forums site. I've seen threads like the one you mentioned in the past, where for some reason, the discussion was counted as a post 😞.

GARLICANDHERBCROUTONS 813 posts since
Jan 22, 2011 2. Re: The thread "I live in Latin America. Am I eligible? Are you Sure?" says that it has 2 replies while it clearly has one. What's up with that? Aug 12, 2011 4:45 PM
That is a possibility so lets just hope that NOA_TECH_JANE or one of the other mods can get this straightened out like they did for you. 😊

GARLICANDHERBCROUTONS 813 posts since
Ok. It's back to 2 replies now. (Now it will be 3.) Thank you for all of your help MODS. 😊